
People are talking about... 

BookBook Travel Journal 

“While I’m personally more accustomed to slim and 
sleek cases like Apple’s Smart Cover (even the Smart 
Case is a but much for my taste), Twelve South’s 
BookBook Travel Journal is really a replacement for your 
backpack. I found it to be a fun and well designed 
carrying case.” 

      – 9to5Mac 

“Considering how much gear the average tech-toting 
person carries in addition to their laptop, it is really 
about time someone offered a peripherals travel 
solution like the BookBook Travel Journal.”   

– Apartment Therapy 

 

Learn more about BookBook Travel Journal at twelvesouth.com

http://www.twelvesouth.com/products/traveljournal/
http://9to5mac.com/2013/12/18/review-bookbook-travel-journal-by-twelve-south/
http://www.apartmenttherapy.com/bookbook-travel-journal-incase-portable-power-2500-protos-eyewear-irobot-braava-new-notable-home-technology-releases-for-11613-196924


 
“If you’re looking for an all-in-one iPad carry solution, the 
BookBook Travel Journal is one of the best accessories 
available.” 

        – ChipChick 

“The BookBook Travel Journal is your office away from the office. 
In addition to room for your tablet, it provides capacious space for 
keeping your accessories, cables, and even headphones 
organized—and taking them with you while you’re on the go.” 

        – Macworld 

 
“Really, if you’re the type to hollow out an old book and stash — ahem — stuff inside, you’ll 
dig this approach to travel-friendly device management. It’s an iPad briefcase that stows and 
properly secures all the peripherals, chargers and accessories you’d need to set up shop 
somewhere remote. Likewise, if you’re a MacBook user, you’ll appreciate the same qualities 
— just pack it up, take off and look very studious all the while.” 

        – Gear Patrol 

“For those of us who travel a lot, this book-like travel case is the perfect answer to the age-
old question of "Where do I put all of my stuff?" It's designed for use with an iPad or iPad 
mini, and has space for everything you might need for an extended trip with your gizmo. A 
place to put the headphones? Check. A place for a charger brick or two? Yep. How about a 
place for a battery pack to keep everything going during an extended flight or drive? Got it.  

– TUAW 
 

Learn more about BookBook Travel Journal at twelvesouth.com

http://www.chipchick.com/2013/11/book-book-ipad-air.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/2062126/the-week-in-ipad-cases-slick-thin-and-beautiful.html
http://www.tuaw.com/2013/11/05/twelve-south-bookbook-travel-journal-beautiful-leatherbound-tra/
http://www.twelvesouth.com/products/traveljournal/

